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electronic Ligand Builder & Optimisation Workbench
e-LBOW: A tool for automatic refinement 
of protein-ligand complexes
Nigel W. Moriarty and Paul D. Adams. 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720.e-
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The electronic Ligand Builder and Optimisation Workbench, e-LBOW, is a suite 
of modules written in Python and c++ within the framework of PHENIX 
(Adams, Gopal et al. 2004).  e-LBOW can be used externally to PHENIX and 
even installed separately but the powerful tie-ins to PHENIX greatly improve 
both pieces of software. Input options include a SMILES string (Weininger 
1988), the Protein Data Base (PDB) format, some of the Mol2D and Mol3D 
formats and the simple XYZ format. 

A SMILES string contains the bonding information along with the ring information 
explicitly.  Additionally, a SMILES string usually contains the aromatic state of each 
ring and optionally the chirality of the appropriate atoms.  The rings and chiral 
centre information facilitates the determination of restraints including the 
planarity of aromatic rings.

Additional processing is required for formats that do not contain bonding 
information.  The bonding information is determined using proximity limits for the 
XYZ files and PDB files that do not contain all the CONECT records.  Additionally, 
the bond order needs determination to correctly hydrogenate the molecule. 

After processing the molecule for rings and chiral centres, hydrogen atoms are 
added, if necessary, and the geometry is optimised using a simple potential and 
optionally the L-BFGS minimiser in the Computationally Crystallography Toolbox 
(CCTBX) (Grosse-Kunstleve, Sauter et al. 2002).  The optimal bond lengths for the 
simple potential are taken from calculations of all main group atoms from 
hydrogen to bromine.  Two atom molecules were constructed and hydrogens 
added to produce single, double and triple bonds were appropriate. The 
minimised geometries were calculated using the Hartree-Fock method with a 6-
31G(d,p) standard Gaussian basis set. Bond lengths for atom pairs containing the 
main group elements from caesium to iodine were also calculated in a similar 

fashion except that the basis set used was STO-3G.  This is because a 6-
31G(d,p) basis set is not available for elements heavier than krypton.  
Transition metal bond lengths are approximated using the bond lengths for 
M+—OH2 (M=Sc_Zn) from high level quantum mechanical calculations as 
described in (Magnusson and Moriarty 1993).

The geometry can be optionally further minimised using the AM1 (Dewar, 
Zoebisch et al. 1985) semi-empirical quantum chemical method.  The AM1 
method uses an empirical fit using a set of 138 molecules to replace the most 
computationally expensive aspects of the quantum chemical calculation of 
the molecular wave function.  It has been determined to provide chemical 
accuracy for the class of molecule generally used as ligands to proteins. 

Once the molecule geometry has been minimised, outputs including a CIF 
and PDB file are written.  A mechanism is available to assert different bond 
connectivity than determined by e-LBOW. Also, a final geometry can also be 
provided to generate a CIF restraints file.
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Abstract

Flowchart

Components of a molecule

A molecule requires a number of attributes to 
define its identity.  In particular, a structure 
refinement requires the components shown in 
this diagram to a greater or lesser degree.  For 
the protein portion some of the attributes have 
been determined and form part of the available 
libraries designed for the purpose, however, novel 
ligands must be determined from scratch.

Various inputs provide various 
components of a molecule and some 
calculation is required to determine 
others. In the case of angles, dihedrals, 
chiral centres and planes, a notion of the 
bonding is required. If the bond connectivity and bond 
order information is missing other information is required to 
specify the bonding.

Bonding information is required when hydrogen atoms are missing.   Ambiguity in 
molecular representations missing hydrogens, bond connectivity and formal charges 
(not partial charges) are a major problem.

Cartesian coordinates can be calculated from a description of the internal 
coordinates. In a e-LBOW,  the Z-Matrix formalism is used to construct a detail 
topological model and calculate the cartesian coordinates.

Flow in the inital stages of 
an e-LBOW run is 
determined by the input 
type and what molecular 
information it contains. 
Once a Z-Matrix is 
constructed the geometry 
is minimised using a 
simple force field, before 
and after hydrogens haved 
been added, if required.  
Periodicity is determined 
by rotating the dihedral 
and calculating the energy.  
An optional semi-emipircal 
quantum method 
geometry optimisation can 
be performed before the 
final geometry and restrain 
information is written to 
disk.

Inputs

PDB using --file <file.pdb>, --initial_geometry <file.pdb> or --final_geometry <file.pdb>

ATOM      1  C01 LIG A   0      -0.772   0.000   0.000  1.00 20.00      A    C 0
ATOM      2  C02 LIG A   0       0.772   0.000   0.000  1.00 20.00      A    C 0
ATOM      3  H03 LIG A   0      -1.132   0.000   1.018  1.00 20.00      A    H 0
ATOM      4  H04 LIG A   0      -1.132   0.882  -0.509  1.00 20.00      A    H 0
ATOM      5  H05 LIG A   0      -1.132  -0.882  -0.509  1.00 20.00      A    H 0
ATOM      6  H06 LIG A   0       1.132   0.882   0.509  1.00 20.00      A    H 0
ATOM      7  H07 LIG A   0       1.132  -0.000  -1.018  1.00 20.00      A    H 0
ATOM      8  H08 LIG A   0       1.132  -0.882   0.509  1.00 20.00      A    H 0
CONECT    1    2    3    4    5
CONECT    2    1    6    7    8
CONECT    3    1
CONECT    4    1
CONECT    5    1
CONECT    6    2
CONECT    7    2
CONECT    8    2
END
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SMILES using --smiles “smiles string” or --file <file.smi>

N c1ncnc2[n](cnc12)[C@@H]3O[C@H](CO[P@](O)(=O)O[P@@](O)(=O)OP(O)([O-])=O)[C@@H](O)[C@H]3O/C=C/F

dihedrals
chiral centres
planes

formal charges

elements
bond connectivity
bond orders

Naming information using --template <file.pdb>, --template <file.cif> 
or --id <”LIG”>
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Perform an AM1 geometry
optimisation using --opt 

Additional Options 
--help displays all the available options
--key will extract a SMILES string from the internal 

database
--pipe allows information to be piped to e-LBOW
--residue <”LIG”> will slice a ligand from a 

combined protein-ligand PDB file
--sequence <”BADZ”> will generate a peptide 

chain
--name will put a title in the output files

Future
Tighter integration with phenix.refine is a priority to enable automatic 
calculation of ligand restraint files before a structure refinement 
proceeds. The ability to generate restraints for all kinds of molecules 
including puckered rings, complex dihedrals and cages is important.   
We are also working to integrate with Coot. 

Currently, the semi-empirical AM1 quantum chemical calculations 
calculate a subset of the atoms in the periodic table.   Work to extend 
the module to all main group atoms is underway.  

The output of partial charges is also envisioned.   This would involve 
the subdivision of the electron denisty generated by the semi-
empirical quantum method into atomic portions.

The electronic Ligand Builder and Optimisation Workbench,      
e-LBOW, will determine an optimised geometry and a set of 
geometry restraints given the topological data of a 
molecule.  Several inputs are supported while the output is 
a CIF restraints library file and a PDB file compatible with the 
PHENIX structure refinement module.

Theoretical Details

--smiles
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Notes

A free to academics SMILES string generation program can be 
obtained at http://www.molinspiration.com/jme/index.html
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